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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
Elements on earth since ages are known to have their own importance for normal functioning of an organism. Urbanization globally has changed constituents of soil, air and water resulting in gradual destruction of ecological balance. Deficiency or toxicity of essential minerals leads to disturbances or abnormalities in living system. Once deficient, now a common toxic molecule in toxicology and research is “fluoride”. Fluoride causes various types of fluorosis namely, dental, skeletal and non-skeletal fluorosis. In recent days, due to decrease in ground water level there is a rise in water table leading to leaching of rocks which is main route of water fluoridation. Principle behind water and dental product fluoridation is protection against demineralization of dentine and bone matrix (Enamel) ultimately for maintaining mineral matrix. Fluoride from external sources helps preventing cariogenic action by disrupting bacterial cell wall and fluoride in enamel matrix that is Fluorapatite which is stable than hydroxypatite since fluorapatite maintains strong crystal matrix preventing dissolution of teeth minerals. Dental fluorosis is an early sign of detecting non-skeletal fluorosis. There is a notion on non-skeletal fluorosis that, fluoride damage DNA of various cells in many principle organs of metabolism causing mutation in signalling pathway of enzymes and proteins responsible of metabolism leading to metabolic damage and depreciation in normal cell functioning. Fluorosis is a natural phenomenon due to environmental imbalance, the solution for these disturbances also lays in natural forms, hence, antioxidants against fluoride found in vegetations and plant extracts. To name a few plant sources for counter action are: coffee infusions of different types of beans, Vit E rich sources such as olives, broccoli etc, curcumin a compound in turmeric activates antioxidants cascade in our body, resveratrol prevents ROS generation by breaking free radical chain reaction and prevents lipid peroxidation found in grapes, nuts etc., tamarind fruit pulp rich in vit C may ameliorate fluoride toxicity by preventing ROS generation, Moringa leaves and its seeds are best in fluoride absorption and excretion from body, also used for water defluoridation, vit C rich Emblica officinalis helps deteriorate effect of fluoride on IQ by protecting cholinergic neurotransmitters against fluoride induces ROS damage. Fluoride if introduced in routine blood investigations especially in fluoride belts will help in better diagnosis of underlying cause of a pathology or disorder. As a result, our future generations will be safe and protected free from pathologies and damages caused by fluorosis. This review article outlines the foundation of fluoride and fluorosis in present era concluding with simple methods in prevention of fluorosis.
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BACKGROUND

All elements in the periodic table have their importance in the ecosystem whether it is a gas or a liquid or a solid. They will be required as an atom or molecule or compound for smooth functioning of organisms. Toxicity starts when consumed or exposed beyond limit tolerable by an organism. Nature keeps a balance between all elements until we do not disturb them, any interferences will destroy the balance.(1) Urbanization globally has changed constituents of soil, air and water resulting in gradual destruction of ecological balance a proportionate to increase in destruction as well as development. Different areas of globe face different problems ending up in various endemic disorders. India being designated as capital of diabetes is also considered more prone to many types of cancers and immune compromised infections.(2) There are many confounding factors causing these diseases which again depend on the state and its geographical location. Geographical location includes type of flora and fauna, soil and rocks responsible for varying constituents of elements in local environment.(3)

One such element increased due to natural imbalance is ‘fluoride’. Fluoride is high reactivity and electronegative characteristic hence found in bound form.(2) Occurrence of fluoride is mainly in natural waters such as sea water, ground water, lakes and ponds. Other forms are found in earth’s crust as solids and in atmosphere as gas.(2) Therefore, it is considered as omnipresent element and considered for research.(2)

In recent days, due to decrease in ground water level there is a rise in water leading to leaching of rocks which is main route of water fluoridation.(3) India is one of the country to be affected by endemic fluorosis among which majority of dry and semi- arid states such as, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh are affected.(3-4) Though it is proved that fluoride helps preventing dental caries when consumed in optimum level, excess fluoride accumulates in calcium rich sites such as teeth, bone, muscle etc., leading to erosion of surface and hampers normal cell functioning.(7) Fluoride (F) does not change physical appearance of consumables therefore until unless it is estimated, we cannot conclude presence of fluoride.(7) Hence fluoride must be considered as one among the elements to be monitored during water purification, treatment and plantation to prevent toxicity. Current review outlines water Defluoridation and fluoride analysis in support with fluorosis.

History

As mentioned earlier, fluoride when consumed in optimum concentration has a protective action, its toxicity causes ill-effects such as: bone disorders (skeletal fluorosis), dentine abnormalities (dental fluorosis), organ damages (visceral fluorosis) and vascular damage (vascular fluorosis).(8) History of fluoride fortification in drinking water started in 1934 by Dean in USA to prevent dental caries. Fortification was successfully implemented during 1950 in toothpaste and dairy products.(8) Many researches and studies were performed to confirm fluoride side effects on organisms. Animal studies resulted in osteosarcoma of very few rats with chronic high exposure to fluoridated water.(8)

Epidemiological field studies may provide furthermore valid information about fluoride and its ill effect in society of fluoride exposed population.

Way back in 1934, Dean and Evolve defined dental fluorosis as ‘chronic, fluoride induced condition where in, dentine development and mineralization are disrupted resulting in eroded enamel’.(9) Dean in 1934 framed Dean’s index to study dental fluorosis staging based on teeth opacity as:

i. Normal.
ii. Very mild to mild: 50% opacity affected.
iii. Moderate: more than 50% opacity affected.
iv. Severe: complete tooth damaged including pitting and physical changes.

Followed by other indices often compared are Thystrup and Fejerskov (TF) and Tooth Surface Index of Fluorosis (TSIF).(10,11)

Fluoride apart from affecting calcified tissues also affects cellular chemistries such as cellular organelles, enzymes etc. Effect of fluoride on enzymes was studied by Rall and Sutherland in the year 1958 on signal transduction.(12) Major contribution to fluoride research from 1930’s to till date is by USA China, Australia and India.

Chemistry

Fluoride is highly reactive electronegative halide with atomic number 9 and oxidation state -1.(3) Naturally, fluoride occurs in combinations as compounds complexes, since; it is highly electronegative and reactive halogen. According to Bureau of Indian Standard (BIS) Serum fluoride conc is 0.01 - 0.05 mg/L and urine level must be 0.1- 1.0 mg/L water level of fluoride must be <1 mg/L.(3)

F in earth’s crust is about 0.3 g/Kg in form of minerals such as,(3) Cryolite: Found in Russia, USA and North America, used in production of aluminium.(7) Fluorspar: Deposited in North America, Spain, Russia and Mongolia. Utilized by Glass manufacturers and as flux in iron industries. Fluorapatite: Found in igneous and metamorphic rocks in nature. Also found in bone and teeth of organisms to maintain structural integrity in combination with calcium.(7)

Fluoride Distribution in India

According to Bureau of Indian Standard (BIS) and WHO, acceptable fluoride limit in potable water is 1 ppm and 1.5 ppm respectively.(13) Nalgonda district, Telangana was reported to contain minimum 0.5 to maximum 29 ppm Fluoride in bore well water documented by Saxena and Sewak, in the year 2015.(14) Studies in India on human dental and skeletal fluorosis was first reported during 1937 in Nellore and Madras Presidency.(15,16) Since then India is considered as endemic fluorosis country among affected 24 countries across the world. India lies in fluoride belt with 12 million fluoride deposits in Indian earth’s crust.(3) Recently, parts of Telangana, Rajasthan, Punjab, Karnataka, Tamilnadu, Kerala and Maharashtra are considered fluorosis endemic areas where water fluoride levels are crossing acceptable BIS fluoride levels. (14,17-20)

Sources of Fluoride

Intake of fluoride can be from either natural resources or manmade exploitation of nature. Natural sources are:
drinking water from bore well, vegetation grown in fluorotic water and fishes grown in natural water bodies. Sources of manmade pollution causing fluorosis are: cosmetics, drugs, air around industries emitting fluoride, mining, dental products such as mouth wash and toothpastes.\(^{(21,22)}\) Chemically, inorganic fluoride is more soluble in water than organic fluoride hence; inorganic fluoride is easily absorbed by body causing increased fluoride toxicity.\(^{(2)}\) Major rocks called the reservoir of fluoride complexes are: granite and natural rocks, found in Rajasthan, Telangana and Karnataka hence these areas are named fluoride endemic areas.\(^{(1)}\)

Fluoride is present in stratosphere and lithosphere of atmosphere, earth’s crust and natural water to a maximum extent of 100 ppm.\(^{(2)}\) Fluoride is ionic form of fluorine, highly reactive, hence found in combination with other minerals majorly as hydrogen fluoride, calcium fluoride salts of hexafluorosilicates, micas, appetites and fluoride responsible for fluoride leaching into groundwater, among which hydrogen fluoride is accepted by our body tissues for absorption and metabolism.\(^{(23)}\) Increase in acidity increases fluoride absorption irrespective of absorbing source (flora and fauna).\(^{(2)}\)

Apart from natural exposure to F, other routes are occupational exposure such as workers of coal mining, aluminium industries, fertilizers and pesticides manufacturing industries and fuel extraction plants are more prone for fluoride accumulation through inhalation.\(^{(24)}\)

It is known that 1.9 ppm of fluoride means 0.1 mM.\(^{(25)}\) Acute toxicities of fluoride present with nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, acidosis and cardiac arrhythmias.\(^{(1)}\) Use of fluoride supplements during the first 6 years of life and especially during the first 3 years is associated with a significant increase in fluorosis.\(^{(26)}\) Chronic toxicity (Fluorosis) is a slow, progressive, degenerative disorder caused by an excessive fluoride exposure, which is of three types: skeletal fluorosis (Bone deformities, spinal compressions, restricted movements of joints), dental fluorosis, and non-skeletal fluorosis affecting all soft tissues.\(^{(27)}\) In India, renowned researchers in fluorosis documented that both to skeletal and non-skeletal fluorosis. AK Susheela et al., demonstrated molecular level mechanism of fluorosis in soft tissues and nerve cells.\(^{(28)}\)

Worldwide distribution of fluoride in groundwater is pictured in Fig. 1. Below.

![Figure 1. UNICEF Publication on Water, Environment, Sanitation and Hygiene, UNICEF Water Front Issue 13 December 1999](image)

### Physiological Role of Fluoride

Principle behind water and dental product fluoridation is protection against demineralization of dentine and bone matrix (enamel) ultimately for maintaining mineral matrix.

Process of caries prevention: Teeth enamel is composed of majorly hydroxyapatite with other supporting components such as calcium, phosphate, hydroxide and fluoride for maintaining pH around enamel. During cariogenic and microbial attack, bacteria tend to release H\(^+\) ions from consumed carbohydrates resulting in decreased pH causing increased acidity of oral environ.\(^{(23)}\) Fluoride from external source helps preventing cariogenic action by disrupting bacterial cell wall and fluoride in enamel matrix that is Fluorapatite which is stable than hydroxyapatite since fluorapatite maintains strong crystal matrix preventing dissolution of teeth minerals.\(^{(29,31)}\) Amongst many bacteria, Streptococcus mutans (S. mutans) tends to have cariogenic effect and progression and it is also sensitive to F.\(^{(30)}\)

F in osteoblasts: osteoblasts are mineralizing cells in bone matrix. Role of fluoride in bone is similar to that of teeth but there are no much human in vivo studies rather many animal studies stated that bone mineralization is stimulated by F. Various studies and models proposed by researchers from 1988 to 2005 concluded that AlFx (Aluminium Fluoride) and NaF (Sodium Fluoride) are active compounds for activation of osteoblasts through alkaline and acid phosphatase activation.\(^{(32,33)}\) Accepted hypothesis is, fluoride in low doses tend to activate bone forming enzymes and high doses will lead to hypermineralisation and frequent bone fracture.\(^{(31)}\)

There is a notion on non-skeletal fluorosis stating that, fluoride damage DNA of various cells in many principle organs of metabolism causing mutation in signalling pathway of enzymes and proteins responsible of metabolism leading to metabolic damage and depreciation in normal cell functioning.\(^{(34)}\)

### Metabolism of Fluoride

Ingestion and Absorption

Recommended fluoride intake to prevent acute disorders is 1 mg/Kg body weight.\(^{(35)}\) Toxicity invades if the limits are crossed leading metabolic alkalosis suggested by Whitford et al. in animal studies with acute infusion of inorganic fluoride.\(^{(36)}\) Commonly used complex of fluoride in drinking water is Sodium fluoride and Fluorid acid.\(^{(37)}\) Fluoride in water is readily absorbed than in food, orally, fluoride is...
absorbed from food as sodium monofluorophosphate (SMP) complex.\(^{(30)}\) Fluoride absorption is effective in complex form than in ionic form.\(^{(30)}\) Oral mucosal absorption of fluoride contributes to plasma fluoride and is ionized in oral cavity at nearly neutral pH consequently free fluoride is released into gastric space for absorption.\(^{(30)}\) Gastric space is acidic environment, favouring fluoride absorption by stomach lining especially the first part of duodenum through passive transport under the influence of pH or HF gradient across the membrane.\(^{(30)}\) Increase in pH increases HF dissociation leading to decreased fluoride absorption by gastro intestinal tract (GIT) due to low permeability of fluoride ion across cell membrane as a result of poor shell of hydration radius.\(^{(30)}\) Other routes of fluoride ingestion may be inhalation absorption through fluoride in air absorbed by alveolar epithelial cells and dermal absorption evident only from Military and animal studies.\(^{(40,41)}\) Fluoride absorption is delayed by cations such as calcium, magnesium, sodium, manganese etc forming insoluble complexes and decreasing the movement across cell membrane. This is the reason why fluoride tablets are consumed in empty stomach making maximum bioavailability of fluoride in therapeutics.

**Distribution**
Absorbed fluoride is distributed through blood to all organs and tissue. During this stage of distribution, ionic fluoride plays significant role in deposition than nonionic F. Ionic fluoride can easily complex with the matrix of target cell causing therapeutic or ill effects.\(^{(30,42)}\) Hierarchy of fluoride deposition is calcified tissues such as bone and teeth, soft tissues such as cartilages and muscles, tissue cells such as islets in renal cells, nervous system, placenta etc.\(^{(43-46)}\) About 50% of absorbed fluoride is found deposited in bone reversibly by covalent bonding resulting in Fluorapatite formation.\(^{(47)}\) In soft tissues, fluoride is in organic state since it protonates with H in intracellular space to form HF and is rapidly fluctuating, this is free form of fluoride and responsible to maintain steady state of fluoride concentration between cell and cellular environment.\(^{(49)}\) Across the cell membrane there happens either co- transport with hydrogen ion (H\(^+\)) or in exchange with hydroxyl ion (OH\(^-\)) which indicates presence of fluoride specific transporter.\(^{(26)}\)

**Excretion**
Major route of fluoride excretion is through urine by kidneys. Inorganic fluoride deposits in bone, almost 100% of inorganic fluoride is not excreted, as bone mineralization decreases plasma fluoride leading to more excretion of F.\(^{(46)}\) Process of excretion has similar kinetic as absorption. Fluoride is excreted through passive diffusion; decrease in pH increase in excretion and both are dependent on pH gradient across tubular cells of nephrons.\(^{(46)}\) pKa for fluoride absorption and excretion must be around 3.5.\(^{(30)}\) In total, factors affecting fluoride excretion are pH gradient across tubular cells, amount of fluoride ingested changes in extracellular fluid due to metabolic alterations and GFR affects rate of excretion.\(^{(46)}\) Other routes of excretion are: sweat, saliva, breast milk and digestive juices.\(^{(49)}\)

**Biochemistry of III Effects of Fluoride**
There can be acute or chronic changes in an organism due to fluoride exposure. Acute illness may result in nausea, diarrhea, indigestion, gastric discomfort or acidosis. Chronic change due to fluorosis is slow and gradual damage happening from years of fluoride exposure.\(^{(36,26)}\)

Dental fluorosis- Dental fluorosis is early sign of detecting non- skeletal fluorosis. Mechanism of dental fluorosis starts from ameloblasts; cells responsible to secrete and synthesize organic matrix of teeth enamel. During fluorosis, action of fluoride on proteinases (enzyme responsible for enamel’s organic matrix synthesis) is inhibitory resulting in precipitation of amelogenin (secreted enamel protein from ameloblasts) on surface of dentine causing plaque formation called ‘dental fluorosis’.\(^{(50)}\) Accumulated amelogenin may be due to improper protein folding by endoplasmic reticulum which is under stress due to fluorosis.\(^{(50)}\) Protein folding failure is one of the major reasons today for amput number of disorders resulted due to fluorosis. Therefore, it the responsibility of many nations to decide whether fluoridation of toothpaste must still be continued or stopped.

There are various indices to assess dental fluorosis, among which Dean’s index 1942 and Thylstrup and Fejerskov (1978) indexing are widely accepted.\(^{(9,10)}\) Major criteria of these indices are teeth discoloration, mottling of teeth and pitting of enamel. Many epidemiological surveys follow Dean’s indexing Community Fluorosis Index (CFI) because its hassle free and has less staging of dental fluorosis. Major demerit in Dean’s indexing is lack of sensitivity among different degrees of fluorosis.\(^{(51)}\) Therefore, The United States dental researchers from National Institute of Dental Research (NIDR) designed Tooth Surface Index of Fluorosis (TSIF) to avoid flaws raised in various indices.\(^{(51)}\) Hence, universally dental fluorosis can be examined precisely by Dean’s index or TF index or TSIF index.

Skeletal fluorosis- Initial symptoms of skeletal fluorosis are stiffness and pain in joints and muscle fatigue. Later, it will lead to long bone osteoporosis and subsequently osteosclerosis forming dense bones and frequent fractures.\(^{(22)}\) Osteosclerosis is final stage and majorly are seen in low socio-economic group due to illiteracy.\(^{(22)}\) Skeletal fluorosis is divided into 4 stages. Stage I is called radiologically dense fluorosis, stage II is pain in joints, stage III is crippling pain fluorosis and stage IV is calcification of ligaments and vertebrae.\(^{(52)}\)

Skeletal fluorosis is diagnosed by three important physical tests.\(^{(52)}\):
1. Chin- to- Chest Test: to touch chest by chin by bending forward.
2. Coin Test: picking coin on ground without bending knees.
3. Hands on Occiput Test: to clasp hands behind head on occipital region.

Lab investigation of fluorosis in blood and urine is done by Ion- selective electrode (ISE). Reference range of fluoride in serum and urine are 0.02- 0.05 mg/L and 0.1- 1.0 mg/L respectively.\(^{(13)}\)

Non- skeletal fluorosis (Vesicular and vascular): many systems are affected by chronic fluoride exposure such as, thyroid dysfunction, renal tissue damage, neuronal damage, ER stress leading to Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus, liver function deterioration, infertility, gastro- intestinal problems (55-60). In cell, fluoride can inhibit two enzymes: enolase and proton releasing adenosine- triphosphatase (ATPase). Over-
addification of cytoplasm can also inhibit the mechanism of glucose transport into cell.

**Fluoride in Biological System**

Fluoride is said to cause many ill-effects in an organism. One of the major routes in causing damage to body physiology is reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation by; hence it is also called prooxidant. ROS are oxygen free radicals which disrupts cellular mechanisms leading to improper functioning of tissue causing various pathologies and illness. Renal clearance of fluoride is about 0.5-1 g/day which varies based on fluoride ingested and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) which based on creatinine clearance. As age progresses fluoride clearance will be high, this leads to slow deterioration of renal function.(37) Counteraction for fluoride generated ROS is by inclusion of potential antioxidants to nullify fluoride toxicity at molecular level. Fluorosis is a natural phenomenon due to environmental imbalance, the solution for these disturbances also lays in natural forms, hence, antioxidants against fluoride are found majorly in vegetations and plant extracts. To name a few plant sources for counter action are: coffee infusions of different types of beans, Vit E rich sources such as olives, broccoli etc, curcumin a compound in turmeric activates antioxidants cascade in our body, resveratrol prevents ROS generation by breaking free radical chain reaction and prevents lipid peroxidation found in grapes, nuts etc., tamarind fruit pulp rich in vit C may ameliorate fluoride toxicity by preventing ROS generation, Moringa leaves and its seeds are best in fluoride absorption and excretion from body, also used for water Defluoridation, vit C rich Emblica officinalis helps deteriorate effect of fluoride on IQ by protecting cholinergic neurotransmitters against fluoride induces ROS damage. It is also evident that fluoride toxicity is alleviated by Aluminium supplements since Al forms AIF complex and is excreted. Therefore, plant sources must be given priority in fluoride endemic areas to lead a quality life by all generations. Other factors triggering fluorosis must also be avoided in order to prevent alleviation of fluorosis example: arsenic when complexed with fluoride enhances non-skeletal fluorosis, lead may cause severe calcification since fluoride as more affinity towards lead but yet to be expanded.

**Defluoridation of Drinking Water**

Defluoridation techniques are generally based on principles of ion-exchange, adsorption, precipitation and electrochemical methodology. There are various techniques in water defluoridation, this review briefs only few well-established techniques one among them being Nalgonda technique which uses aluminium and lime for flocculation and sedimentation principle of precipitation. Recently, Nalgonda technique is being modified based on the concentration of fluoride in water by either increasing concentration of flocculation material to increase sedimentation rate there by filtering more F. This technique is 82% effective in filtering fluoride contaminated water.

A study in Mexico revealed that electrocoagulation (EC) can be effectively used to treat fluoride containing groundwater without much water wastage. EC method employs aluminium hydroxide as coagulating medium which forms complex with fluoride by replacing hydroxide ion of the slurry. EC is 80% effective in removal of fluoride and making water fit to drink. Effectiveness was confirmed by performing X-ray crystallography of slurry output and comparison of water fluoride levels in waters before and after filtration process by ion selective electrode (ISE) method of estimation.

A very popular and conventional method of Defluoridation developed by UNICEF is activated alumina works on adsorption principle. Adsorbent used are natural materials such as red mud composed of aluminium oxides, active seeds of gooseberry rich with vitamin C and bone char with high carbon content.

Bone char method of water Defluoridation is considered economical because adsorbent can be reused and feasible methodology. Bone char is commercially available which is composed of adding calcium chloride (CaCl₂) monosodium phosphate (NaH₂PO₄) and charred animal bones, this method can efficiently remove 92-95% fluoride from water which is considered the best among all other methodology. Defluoridation efficiencies vary between types of bone chars. There are three different bone chars in decreasing order of their purity such as fresh bone char, regenerated bone char and mixture bone char among which fresh and mixture bone chars are considered efficient in water Defluoridation.

Recent technological advancement in water treatment and purification is membrane bioreactors used for large scale purpose for industrial wastewater treatment. Name of the process suggests membrane bioreactors, which is a combination of conventional biological treatment using latest technological ultrafiltration membranes having advantage over other methods such as volume output of filtered water, lesser sludge production, faster and precise filtration. The major demerit lies in cost and maintenance of membrane.

In India, Fluorosis mitigation is included in 12th year plan by National Programme for Prevention and Control of Fluorosis (NPPCF) Indian health ministry addressing issues on fluorosis state wise and district wise.(53) Drawback of mitigation is follow up and revision of guidelines. Many villages lack properly functioning defluoridation plant eventually making villagers to opt hack their conventional bore hole water as their water source which is rich with F.(53) Low socio-economic status also contributes to increase fluorosis incidence. Consuming food rich with Vitamin C, calcium, protein, selenium through milk and vegetables, exposure to sunlight rich with vitamin D helps prevent ill-effects of fluorosis.

Other ways to eradicate fluorosis also include estimation of fluoride in drinking water, bottled beverages, industrial effluents, fertilizers and pesticides used for irrigation, soil testing, dental products and air dust. For better correlation of fluorosis in human one must compare soil fluoride levels with serum.(5) Therefore, it must be the responsibility of project incharge to follow up and prevent further illness of fluorosis in population.

**Fluoride Analysis**

Broadly, fluoride analysis can be performed by three feasible and accurate methods such as, Ion chromatography, colorimetry and ion selective electrode (ISE). Ion chromatography (IC) is a commercially available nano size zirconia column. Calcium carbonate column for chromatography clarifies effect of fluoride on mineralized
matrices of animals and human, hence preparation of calcium carbonate dissolved in hydrochloric acid will give precise and accurate results of fluoride in biological system. A major drawback of IC is preparation of column and least accurate compared to other analytical methods. Colorimetric estimation is based on principle of colour development of Fluoride complexed with cation replacing an anion in the reagent. Since colorimetric estimations are most old and restricted to very few sample type and cations hence, replaced recently by Ion selective electrode (ISE) which utilizes lanthanum Fluoride electrode. Major advantage of ISE over any other analytical methods of fluoride analysis are, accuracy, simple to handle and portable for field studies. Minor demerits are, sample volume for analysis is more, electrode is expensive, and method is sensitive for pH variation of samples. Fluoride ISE is commercially available, to adjust pH total ionic strength adjusting buffer can be procured or prepared using acetic acid buffer.

CONCLUSIONS

Eradiation of fluorosis is possible by terminating fluoridation of dental products and water, creating awareness among people in fluoride endemic areas and explaining the importance of using defluorinated water for irrigation, growing plants which helps eradicating fluoride from body and avoiding consumables which increases fluoride in body such as tea. Recently, electrocoagulation has been found to be a reliable technique for groundwater defluoridation. Furthermore, research involving fluoride must be taken forward and encouraged by government since fluorosis is not created but naturally happening due to rise in water table by environmental disturbances. Concentrating on regions on fluoride rich belts may help reducing and preventing future complications. Fluoride if introduced in routine blood investigations, especially in fluoride belts, will help in better diagnosis of underlying cause of a pathology or disorder. As a result, future generations will be safe and protected from pathologies and damages caused by fluorosis.
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